EXPLORE OUR LOOK BOOK

Each new Look Book from Granada Cement Tile reinforces our belief that surrounding yourself with the beauty of concrete tile can change the way you live. Artistic, strong, durable, and elegant, our hand-made cement tiles are designed to enhance your home and work environments. We know you will fall in love with them before the grout even dries. **ENJOY.**

**HEXAGONS GALORE**

Introducing Granada Tile’s HEXAGON CEMENT TILES

From bees’ honeycombs to a raft of bubbles, from the central spine of a turtle’s shell to the micrograph of a snowflake, from the densely packed eyes of insects to the Giant’s Causeway in Ireland, nature loves the geometric pattern of hexagons. Their beautiful regular shape and their innate strength make them a natural fit for cement tile. Like squares, these uniquely shaped tiles fit closely together. Like circles, they have a swooping softness. Their intriguing six-sided design brings a dynamic energy to any space.

We think our hexagon-shaped cement tiles will put a spell on you, inspiring you with their simple yet powerful charm. In singular tones of grey, white, and black they have a refreshing, zen simplicity; in colors and designs, they’re playful yet refined.
More sides add up to more organic design possibilities.
The compelling beauty of this organic shape is comfortingly classic yet boldly modern and sophisticated.

Turn a tile the opposite way every other row, and create a whole new design.
Turn the same tile differently to create a very different pattern:

All patterned Hexagons (1800 series) available in 8” x 9” tiles only.
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New Orleans, an incredibly versatile design, can be simple and sophisticated with two colors, complex and unusual with different colored tiles, and extremely playful with more complicated arrangements.
The small Minis Collection Hexagons are a compact 2” x 2 1/4” and a modern take on a classic penny tile. Our one-color, solid Echo Collection Hexagon tiles in 8” x 9” are another outstanding choice for a floor that will create joy for generations.

SIZE COMPARISON:
Echo Collection Hexagons are 4x larger than Mini Collection Hexagons. They are shown here in a correct proportional relationship.

Mini Hexagons, 2” x 2 1/4”
Echo Hexagons, 8” x 9”
Pick a size, pick a color or three, and voilà – a stunning backsplash, shower wall, nook, or patio.

Depth & interest is created with five hues of yellow and gold.

The zig zag border created by edges of a field of hexagon cement tiles is the ideal shape for delineating areas in large, open-plan spaces. Hexagon tiles pair wonderfully well with wood.
In solid colors, the variegated surface of cement’s natural hand-made beauty shines through.

Contact us: sales@granadatile.com
213.788.4238
Find Granada Tile at all your favorite social media sites: